The Company

The solution

Unwired Networks GmbH plans, executes
and maintains public Wi-Fi networks
in outdoor areas, ski resorts as well
as indoor areas such as conferences
and events. Using specialized software
provided by Unwired Networks you are
provided with marketing information such
as user statistics and information.

IKARUS wifi.security provides protection
and security in Wi-Fi environments for
operators and guests. It enables secure
web browsing, customizable landing
pages and highly definable configurations.
As an IKARUS gateway.security solution
the software is locally installed and fully
managed by Unwired Networks.

Unwired Networks GmbH

IKARUS wifi.security GS

Common customers

IKARUS wifi.security GS
is excellent!

“A proxy is especially needed in order
to block undesirable websites.” Mag.
Alexander Szlezak, CEO. Unwired
Networks decided to provide free Wi-Fi
access in the public indoor- and outdoor
areas around Ski Amadé. This was made
possible with the easily installed access
points which allows all users to gain
access to the internet. As a result the
company is able to gather user statistics
and information as well as provide a
valuable service to the guests.
As a user-conscious company, the
security of themselves, their users and
their devices, Unwired Networks trusts
in IKARUS Security Software. Using
IKARUS wifi.security they can restrict and
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filter access to the internet, which can
be regulated with a URL filter, blocking
all kinds of viruses and malware and
utilising the award-winning IKARUS
T3 Scan Engine. The product perfectly
complements the solution that is being
offered by Unwired Networks, due to its
simplicity and swift compatibility.
Unwired Networks CEO Alexander
Szlezak holds the cooperation with
IKARUS Security Software in high
regards: “IKARUS is very flexible
and supportive partner in all projects.
Likewise, it is exciting to implement new
innovations and technology with IKARUS.
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